Devices: Wind River Linux Suite, Taicenn and Raspberry Pi Foundation
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The Wind River Linux suite includes everything embedded teams need to create secure, reliable, and high-performance products. It enables the building and deployment of intelligent edge devices and systems without the risk, effort, and high cost of ownership associated with an RYO package.

Taicenn?S fanless ?TBOX-28? industrial computer has an 8th Gen Whiskey Lake CPU, 2x GbE, 6x serial, 4x USB 3.1, HDMI, DP, SATA, and optional wireless.

Taicenn has launched an embedded industrial PC that incorporates Intel?S 8th Gen, 15W Whiskey Lake-U processors, including dual- and quad-core Core i3, i5, and i7 models. No OS support was listed for the TBOX-28, but we imagine that like Taicenn?S Atom D2550 based TBOX-4000, the system runs Linux or Windows.